The following are current NARI Greater Dallas Chapter Certification Holders:

Carlos Adame, CR, CRPM
Jason Asmar, CLC
Chris Black, CR
Michael Dylan Boeschenstein, CRPM
Neil Bubel, CR, CRPM, UDCP
Darren Bufton, CR
Tim Caulton, CR, CKBR
Susan Cook, CRPM
Cameron Daugherty, CR
Curtis Dorian, CR
Melinda Dzinic, CR, MCKBR, UDCP
Laura Engel, CKBR
Kathi Fieck, CKBR, UDCP
Richard Frost, CRPM
Bruce Graf, CR, CKBR
James Hammel, CR, CKBR, GCP
Chad Hatfield, CR, CKBR
Bob Holte, CR, CLC
Andrew Jackson, CRPM
Robert Jackson, MCR, MCKBR
Mariusz Kalinowski, CRPM, UDCP
Kevin Key, CLC
Botond Laszlo, CR, CKBR, GCP
Matt Lenhard, CKBR
David Marcus, CR
Steven Mercer, CLC
Robert Moisan, CR, CLC
Mark Montgomery, CR
Collin Pedigo, CR, CRPM
Ken Plake, CR
Shylo Preston, CKBR
Andrew Risinger, CR
Jennifer Sherrill, MCR, MCKBR
Douglas Traver, MCR, MCKBR
Jack von Gillern, MCR, UDCP
Taff Welborn, CRPM
Don Wimberly, CR
David Wolstenholm, CR
Grant Woodruff, CR
Tyler Woodruff, CRPM
Paul Zuch, CR

Transom Remodeling, LLC
The Burke Company
Blackline Renovations
CDP Environmental Construction
Traver Construction
Guardian Interior Design
Caulton Contracting
LoneStar Design Build
Silver Star General Contractors
Dorian Bahr
Euro Design/Build/Remodel
Red Glasses Properties & Design
LoneStar Design Build
Capital Renovations Group
Graf Developments
Alair Homes
Alair Homes
RH Residential Renovations
Servant Remodeling
Servant Remodeling
Marvelous Home Makeovers
Key Residential, Ltd.
Marvelous Home Makeovers
Lionheart Redesigns, LLC
DSM Construction
DSM Construction
Moisan Remodeling
Montgomery Contracting
Pedigo Construction Group
Pedigo Construction Group
The Cabinet Concierge
The Cabinet Concierge
Kitchen Design Concepts
Traver Construction
von Gillern Construction
Blackline Renovations
Vanguard Construction Company
DW’s Remodeling
Renowned Renovation
Renowned Renovation
Capital Renovations Group